LA MANCHA HUMEDA WETLANDS

CASTILLA-LA MANCHA REGION

UPPER GUADIANA RIVER BASIN (26.285 km²)

MADRID
ECOLOGICAL VALUES: FLORA & FAUNA

12 endemic flora species. 7 threatened flora species

Priority Conservation Habitats.
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN VILLACAÑAS

VOLUNTEER GROUP IS FORMED BY A TECHNICIANS AND 10 VOLUNTEERS
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN WETLANDS

- AWARENESS-RAISING CAMPAIGNS
- COLLECTION OF *LIMOMIUM*
- REFORESTATION PROJECTS
- CLEANING PROJECTS
- OTHER PROJECTS: ADECAGUA
COLLECTION OF LIMONIUM
REFORESTATION
TARAY
AWARENESS-RAISING CAMPAIGNS
BIRDWATCHING

3 TIMES PER YEAR WE ORGANIZE BIRDWATCHING SESSIONS FOR TOURISTS
CULTURAL TOURISM:

CULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ROUTES
GOURMET TURISM
TOURIST PACKAGES